
 

Dynamique Audio Shadow & Magellen 

 

The Dynamique Audio Shadow mains cable, priced at £430 for a one-metre length, certainly looks well built 

and worth the expense – not that it is overly expensive. At the wall end there is a truly substantial, Furutech 

Gold over silver 13A in-line connector and at the far end sits an equally meaty Furutech FI-11 (G) IEC 

connector. The cable between these heavyweights is 6 x 20AWG solid core silver conductors for the live and 

neutral, which combines to give the equivalent of 15 AWG (1.65mm²) per conductor. while the earth is a 

single core of Silver-plated Copper. Dynamique Audio uses air-spaced Teflon insulation in a helical array and 

its “resonance filter technology”, which, one assumes, is the little alloy gadget – looking not unlike a very 

macho ferrite bead on steroids – wrapped around the cable close to the IEC connector. Again, assumption 

suggests that this is some sort of anti-EMF measure designed to prevent the ingress of RF and other 

interference through the cable… Shadow power cables, say their maker, “combine refinement with exceptional 

clarity.” That certainly seems to be the truth. The cable performs absolutely silently even playing the gentlest 

music at ridiculously high volume settings: it does not introduce one iota of noise or interference and just gets 

out of the way of the music. The lack of ‘hash’ and clutter is truly appreciable on music of a delicate, 

considered nature. On tracks such as the Patti Smith cover of Dylan’s “Changing Of The Guards” from the 

album “Twelve” the performance of the cable is exemplary, effortlessly revealing every meaningful nuance of 

expression in Smith’s plaintiff, occasionally faltering vocal and in the backing acoustic guitar. The 

performance of the cable naturally suits my current favourite Americana albums including, of course, Gillian 

Welch’s “The Harrow and The Harvest”. Here, on tracks such as “Scarlet Town“, it reveals the interplay 

between her and her partner’s acoustic guitars along with their markedly different playing characteristics and 

their instrumental timbres. The ‘silent’ quality of the cable also helps it portray subtle dynamic elements – 

especially those of the vocal variety – with startling, natural clarity – so rendering the music with a pleasing, 

heart-felt realism and authority. There is simply nothing to distract from the music with this set-up: on 



“Tennessee” there are just two credible voices and two guitars with no hash or grain intruding and spoiling 

the illusion. 

 

Aiding and abetting the Shadow in delivering this exquisite performance is another Dynamique Audio cable, 

the Magellen USB offering. As you might expect this is another Silver conductor confection: it uses two 

22AWG solid cores to carry data and two discrete 20AWG conductors for the 5V power lines. in keeping with 

the Shadow, the Magellen features Dynamique’s resonance filter technology. It further includes air-spaced 

and extruded PTFE Teflon dielectrics, and “one of the most advanced shielding systems found on a USB cable 

– 100 per cent coverage, non-metallic spiral shields each for data and power lines, metallic and non-metallic 

outer shield layers.” This £465 cable – Dynamique Audio’s current Flagship USB model –comes terminated 

as standard with palladium over gold-plated Type A and Type B connectors and its stated performance aims 

mirror those of the Shadow power lead, in “trying to provide accurate data transmission in high-end computer 

audio systems.” I used it between my home-built 64-bit Windows7 PC and my everybody-has-one Arcam r-

DAC that feed my desktop Cambridge Minx Xi and Neat Iota set-up. The performance of the leads is excellent 

on the Little Willies’ eponymous, mostly country covers album on tracks like “Roly Poly” ably separating the 

duetting boogie piano of the not then (in 2003) famous Norah Jones and the sublime chicken-picking of the 

acclaimed sidesman and studio first-call Telecaster virtuoso Jim Campilongo, not to mention the contributions 

of the rest of this top-notch band. One major stand-out quality of both of these cables is their consistency, 

naturalness and balance: nothing in the performance ‘shouts’ or assumes greater prominence than it ought. 

The bass, for instance, has fulsome weight, slam and speed, as one would hope, yet it sits entirely comfortably 

with the rest of the voices and instrumentation on tracks such as “Lou Reed” (Cow Tippin’). It is also to their 

credit that they work together so cohesively and seem to be striving towards the same style of presentation 

and musical uniformity. Fortunately both strive for honesty and openness and each furthermore delivers a fair 

helping of transparency and abundant tonal colour, which makes for a sound that is involving, life-like and 

captivatingly musical. On the last album played the fun the musicians were having was plainly obvious and 

infectiously conveyed. The Little Willies’ covers of “Streets of Baltimore” and “Tennessee Stud” have an 

appealing authenticity and the duetting vocal harmonies including Norah Jones are truly sublime. Previous 

experience with several other manufacturers’ Silver cables has left me feeling disappointed by their 

performance, especially when one factors in their comparatively high prices alongside conventional Copper 

leads that have offered more in musical terms if not quite as much from a hi-fi or audiophile perspective. 

However, these wires from Dynamique Audio are reassuringly rewarding in musical terms – they are 

persuasively funky on albums that demand precise timing sensitivity such as Tony Joe White’s “The Path of 

Decent Groove” – they also deliver a great deal of playing and timbral detail from intricate mixes such as that 

of Bill Frisell’s instrumental homage to Americana, “The Willies”. Neither are the cables stupidly expensive 

like others of their ilk from other manufacturers. 

 


